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EXTENSION OF HOLOMORPHIC 

MAPPINGS IN BANACH MANIFOLDS

Yasuo Matsuda

I. Introduction

J. Kajiwara, M. Nishihara, L. Li and M. Yoshida[4] discussed exten
sion of holomorphic mappings from a separable Frechet space, with the 
bounded approximation property, into a Banach complex Lie group. M. 
Yoshida[9] investigated the extension of holomorphic mappings from 
domains over locally convex spaces where the Levi problem was affir
matively solved.

On the other hand, P. K. Ban[l] proved that a Banach manifold X 
with the weak disc property has the holomorphic extension property 
and P. K. Banfl ,2j proved that any holomorphic mapping " Si -승 
X can be extended to a holomorphic mapping f of the envelope of 
holomorphy Q of the domain Q into X.

Let Q be a Riemann domain over a complex manifold manifold 人4 
modelled with a Banach space B with Schauder basis. Q be its pseu- 
doconvex hull and A" be a Banach manifold with weak disc property. 
In the present paper we generalize the above theorem of Ban[l] to 
Riemann domains over a complex manifold jM, where the Levi prob
lem is not necessarily solved and prove that any holomorphic mapping 
/ : —> Af is extended to a holomorphic mapping / : Q -h- Af.

2. Ban's theory

In this section, we discuss an extension of holomorphic mappings 
with values in a Banach manifold X with the weak disc property.

We use the notations

(1) D = (z € C;|z| < 1),
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and

(2) D* = (zeD;^/0}.

Let /V be a Banach manifold and let H(D, X} be the space of holo
morphic maps from D into X equipped with the compact open topol
ogy. The manifold X is said to satisfy the weak disc conditwn7 if every 
sequence {fn} of H(D,*) which converges in H(D*D converges in 
H(D, X) too.

The following theorem was proved by P. K. Ban[l]:

THEOREM 1. Let (Q, *) be a Riemann domain over a Banach space 
with a Schauder basis and let (fi, be the envelope of holomorphy of 
the domain (Q, p) in the sense of Malgrange[5]. Let X be a Banach 
manifold satisfying the weak disc condition. Then every holomorphic 
mapping from Q to X can be extended hok^inorphically to 金.

3. Envelopes of holomorphy

Let E and F be Hausdorff C-linear spaces. A continuous function 
/ on an open subset Q of E is said to be holomorphic if, for any 
finite dimensional C-linear subspace S of E, the restriction f\Q> fl S is 
holomorphic in the open subset Q D S of the finite dimensional complex 
space S. A continuous mapping : Q t E is said to be holomorphic 
if, for any C-linear continuous mapping x： F which is naturally 
holomorphic by definition, the composite mapping x。h : E -스 C 
holomorphic.

Let A4 be a Hausdorff space. Then, M is called a complex manifold 
modelled v)ith E〉if there exists a collection € 1} of holo
morphic mappings of an open subsets Uz of M onto an open subset 
Vt oi E such that there holds

(3) 5* = M

and that, for any i盘 € I, the composite map y2 o (xj矿 A V；)-1 : 
Ut QUj Ut Q U3 is holomorphic. In this case, each (Uty yz) is called 
a chart and the collection {(Ut^ xj; z £ 1} of charts is called an atlas.
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A pair (Q, (?) of a Hausdorff space Q and a local homeomorphism ip of 
Q into the complex manifold A4 modelled with the HausdorfF complex 
linear space E is called an open set over M and is called a domain 
over M when Q is connected. We can canonically induce a complex 
structure on the Hausdorff space Q so that the mappingis a locally 
biholomorphic mapping of the domain Q into the base manifold -M. 
A continuous mapping / of Q into a Hausdo호ff complex linear space 
F is said to be holomorphic if, for any subset O of Q such that the 
restriction 에O is a homeomorphism of O onto an open subset(p(O) of 

the composite mapping f o: O —> F is holomorphic.

Let (命夕)and be open sets over the complex manifold M.
The open set is said to be larger than the open set (Q, 97)
and written in the notation (Q#) Y if the호e exists a locally
biholomorphic mapping 丁 ： Q t withor = ip.

Let (Q, 9) be a domain. over the complex manifold A4, A* be a com
plex manifold and 石：={£“£/} be a family of holomorphic map
pings of Q into the complex manifold X. Let (Q‘, 甲'、) be a domain ove호 

the complex manifold F := {/,; t 6 1) be a family of holomor
phic mappings of Q' into the complex manifold X and Az be a locally 
biholomorphic mapping of Q t QL If there holds o X = tp and

o X = ft(i € Z), 난le family F of mappings of Q，into X is called 
a holomorphic extension of :F to the triple (A, or briefly to the 
domain If the holomorphic extension.歹 of •戶 to the triple
(A, Q, tp) is also a homolomorphic extension of any family which is 
a holomorphic extension of T7 to a triple (A\ as above, the triple 
(A, Q,()3) is called the envelope of holomorphy of the domain (风 勿 

with respect to the family J- of holomorphic mappings. When F = C 
and T is the family of holomorphic functions on Q, the envelope of 
holomorphy with respect to the family :F is called briefly the envelope 
of holomorphy. An envelope of holomorphy with respect to a family 
{f), consiting of a single mapping f, the envelope of holomorphy with 
respect to the family (/} is called a domain of holomorphy of f.

Now, we construct domains of holomorphy of a family of holomor
phic mappings in the manifold X by the method of Malg흐
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THEOREM 2. Let E be a Hausdorff C-linear space, A4 be a com
plex. manifold modelled with E} (Q,y?) be a domain ov四 the complex 
manifold X be a complex manifold and T = (/,; i G 1} be a family 
of holomorphic mappings of Q into X. Then, there exists uniquely an 
envelope of holomorphy (。屛)of the domain (0 夕)over the complex 
manifold M. with respect to the family F・

Proof. Let a be a point of the manifold Al； be a neighborhood of 
the point a and Q = {gt; i € 1} be a family of holomorphic mappings of 
U into the complex manifold X with the same set I of indices as that 
of the family Let U) and (G, Ur) be two such pairs of families 
of holomorphic mappings of U and Ur into X indexed by the set I of 
indices. We say that they are equivalent, if there exists a neighborhood 
W of the point a so that W C U C} V and that gt\W — on W 
for any z E I. Let Sa be the set of equivalence classes by the above 
equivalence relation between the set of pai호s of such (G)U). An element 
ya of Sa is called a germ of a family indexed by Z at a of hoioixiorpiric 
mappings into X.

We put

(4) S := [J &

and induce a topology on S so that, fb호 point a E A4, for an element 
Qa of & and a representative (G, U) of the equivalence class ^a, the set 
{%； x EU} forms a neighborhood of Qa and call S the sheaf of germs 
of families indexed by I of holomorphic mappings in X over M.

We define a canonical mapping 7r : S —> 人4 by putting

(5) 7r(gra) = a (for any a € M).

Then, we can introduce canonically a complex structure on S so that 
(5,7r) is an open set over the complex manifold M.

Now, we define a holomorphic mapping p : Q t S as follows:
Let x be a point of Q. There exists a neighborhood U of x in Q 

and a neighborhood V ofin M such that(p\U : ?7 V is a 
biholomorphic mapping of U onto V. We put

⑹ 顿c) ：= {ft o (w|U)T ； z e i}^x)e &(司 c s.
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By construction, the mapping W ： Q t 人4 is locally biholomorphic. 
Since Q is connected, its image 讽Q) by the continuous mapping p is 
also connected.

Let Q be the connected component of S containing the domain 为(Q)> 
be the restriction of tv to the connected set Q and 丁 : Q —스 G be the 

mapping induced canonically by 0 : Q —> 5 D Q. Then, the pair (Q, 0) 
is a domain, over M. Let i be a point of Q. It is nothing but a germ 
{务;z E I}y of a family {务；i € /} of holomorphic mappings indexed by 
I of a neighborhood V of a point y of the complex manifold M. into 
the complex manifold X. By definition, there holds y —。(金). We put

⑺ £(/) ：= {£(£)； iel} ：= {g,(g); i E 1)

Then, by construction,歹 is the maximal holomorphic extension of :F 
and (r, (2, ©) is the desired envelope of holomorphy of the domain (Q p) 
over the complex manifold yVt of the family of holomorphic mappings 
indexed the set / as we will show it below:

At first, we show that the family 歹 is a holomorphic continuation 
of the family :F to (如飢 0)

For any point x G 讽工)=((ft o (夕卩")一丄)；』G C 5 for
a neighborhood U of x such that(p\U is biholomorphic. Then we have

(8) (歹 0 W)(£)= CAO)； Z € /}=戶(z) 

and the family 歹 is & holomorphic extension of T to Q.
Next, we prove the maximality of the extension.
Let 甲'、)be a domain over the complex manifold A4, Q — {贝；i G 

1} be a family of holomorphic mappings, with the same set I of indices, 
on Q1 and be a locally biholomorphic mapping of Q in such that 
甲，o & = <p and 第 o £ = h for any z G I. We define a mapping 
er : —> Q as follows: Let r be a point of Since (Q'/') is a
domain over the complex manifold there exists a neighborhood U 
of x and a neighborhood V of 夕'($) such that(pl\U is a biholomorphic 
mapping of U onto V C -M. We define the value of <7 at x as the germ 
{们 o 시£ 가<"(£)of families of holomorphic mappings. Since 
Q' is connected, b(Q') is a connected set containing ©(Q). Hence, we
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have a(Q') subset灯 So a : Q is a locally biholomorphic mapping
with。。tr = 9/ and 夕。cr = Q In this way, we can. prove that is a 
holomorphic extension of the holomorphic extension of J7 to Q.

Lastly, we prove uniqueness of the maximal holomorphic extension. 
Let (丁')金')0') be another domain of maximal extension. Since 
is a maximum, there exists a local biholomorphic mapping 乂 ： 6 t C 

with ■乂= 丁 and <0。乂 = 可 and since Qz,(衫 is also a maximum, there 
exists a local biholomorphic mapping / :金 一> Q' with or ~ rf and 
S' o X’ = Then, the mapping 乂‘。乂 is the identity mapping on the 
non-empty open set x'(Q) and is also the identity mapping on the 
non-empty open set x(Q). By the theorem of identity, that is, by the 
principle of the uniqueness of continuation of holomorphic mappings, 
Xr o x and x o X’ are identity mappings, respectivel y, on and Q, 
what was to be proved.

4^ PseHdoSKHEHEX hull

Let E be a sequentially complete locally convex space, (Q,夕)be a 
domain over the space E and P be the family {(入代);顶 € P} of 
triples such that each is a pseudoconvex domain over E and
that each X3 is a locally biholomorphic map of Q in Qj with 夕=夕顶。* . 

In finite dimensional case, Kajiwara[3] defined a pseudoconvex hull 
of a domain over a holomorphically convex manifold. The colleague 
Ohgai[8], to whom the author would like to express his hearty gratitude 
for her fruitful discussions, constructed the Durchshnitt (Q展)as the 
minimum of the family P：

THEOREM 3. Let E be a sequentially complete locally convex space 
and be a domain over E. Then there exists uniquely a mini
mum pseudoconvex domain (Q,。) over E between domains larger than 
(Q,<p).

Proof. By definition, for any j 6 P, each pseudoconvex domain 
over E is larger than the original domain (fl, 9?), that is, the흐e 

exits a local biholomorphic map 人了 ： Q —> Qj with 3 = <Qj。人丿

Now, we introduce a semi-order in P, For J, k € P, we write 
y (Qj撰Qj) if there exits a local biholomorphic map 人:：Qj t 

Qk with =(QA： o 入宀
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In the previous paper[7], the author proved that the semi-ordered 
set P is inductive, and hence,* by the theorem of Zorn, there exists a 
mimimal element of P and we can prove that it is also the minimum 
element of P.

We call the above domain (Q。)or the triple (爲◎屛)G P the 
pseudoconvex hull of the domain (Q, over E.

5. Continuation to pseudoconvex hulls

THEOREM 4. Let B be a Banach space with Schauder base, M be 
a complex manifold modelled with B, (Q, 9) be a domain over M, X 
be a Banach manifold with the disc propery, and :F := {/£ 1} be 
a family of holomorphic mappings of the domain Q into the complex 

X. 浒府吊斗© af 務必imc??切 壬)of Hem品i
(Q,夕)with respect to the family :F is a pseudoconvex domain over the 
complex manifold M.

Proof. We prove the pseudoconvexity of the domain 们(初戸)over 
the manifold M.. For this purpose, it suffices to prove its local pseu
doconvexity:

Let (U^x^V) be a holomorphic 산iart of A4 such that x is a biholo- 
morphic mapping of a domain U C M onto an open convex set V of 
B, which is of course a domain of holomorphy in the complex Banach 
space B.

We put

(9) W:=(x°^)T(V)

and

(10) E ：=(X。。勿I(X 0

Let (仇 Wy £) be the envelope of holomorphy of the open set (WM) over 
the Banach space B with a Schauder base. By the previous paper [6,7], 
(^,亿 g) coincides with the pseudoconvex hull (i>, W, £) of the open set 

over B.
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For any z € /, each ht := ft\W -수 X is continued to a holomorphic 
mapping : W —> Af by Theorem 1. Since the domain (Q戶，。步)is the 
simultaneous existence domain of holomorphic mappings of :F、there 
holds (WT,C) Y and hence (W；f) = (l初,£)• Thus, (WM) is

pseudoconvex and, by definition, the domain is pseudocon-
vex.

As a corollary we have the following main theorem:

MAIN Theorem. Let B be a Banach space with Schauder base, A4 
be a complex manifold modelled with B, (Q, 9?) be a domain over 人/， 

X be a Banach manifold with the disc propery, and (A,Q,(^) be the 
pseudoconvex hull of the domain 꼬hw a holomorphic mapping
f of Q into X is continued to a holomorphic mapping of Q into X,

Proof. By Theorem 4, the envelope of holomorphy of
tfe domain (Q, <p) with respect to-thrfaiiriijr {/}, consisting of a single 
mapping /, is pseudonconvex. Let f be the continuation of the map
ping f to the domain Qy. Since (Q, (p) is the smallest pseudoconvex 
domain larger than (Q,(p) Y we have Y (Qf,可).By
definition, there exists a locally biholomorphic mapping r : Q —> £2/ 
such that (p — rotfif and that to A = A. Then the mapping f ：= for is 
a holomorphic mapping of the pseudoconvex hull Q into the manifold 
X satisfying foX = foroX=^foX = f. Hence the mapping / is a 
holomorphic continuation of the mapping f to Q.
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